Soil erosion is the detachment and movement of topsoil or soil material from the upper part of the soil profile. It may occur in the form of rill, gully, sheet, or wind erosion. Agents of erosion may be water, wind, glacial ice, agricultural implements, machinery, and animals. Soil conservation measures require a thorough understanding of the mechanics of erosion processes. Runoff, slope, rain, wind, plant care, and the presence or absence of conservation measures are some of the factors which influence the rate of erosion. Erosion results in a deterioration in the quality of cropping and grazing land in addition to reduced productivity and increased expenditure for fertilizers. It is essential to control erosion in order to maintain productivity of the soil, to reduce sedimentation in streams and lakes, and to prevent further damage to the land by gullies and ditches. Some common methods of checking erosion are control of overgrazing, construction of barriers, contour trenching, and afforestation. This guide offers a selected bibliography of the literature in the Library of Congress on soil erosion. Organization of listings include: basic texts, handbooks, bibliographics, government publications, conference proceedings, reviews, abstracting and indexing services, technical reports, and other selected materials. (RT)
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SCOPE: Soil may deteriorate either by the physical movement of soil particles from a given site or by the depletion of water-soluble substances in the soil which contribute to the nourishment of crop plants, grasses, trees, and other economically useful vegetation. The physical movement is generally referred to as erosion. Soil erosion is the detachment and movement of topsoil, or soil material from the upper part of the soil profile. It may occur in the form of rill, gully, sheet, or wind erosion. Wind, water, glacial ice, animals, and agricultural implements and machinery may be agents of erosion. Wind and water are the most important, especially as their effects are intensified by the disturbance of natural cover or soil position. Soil conservation measures require a thorough understanding of the mechanics of erosion processes. Factors which influence the rate of erosion include rainfall, runoff, wind, slope, plant cover, and the presence or absence of conservation measures.

Erosion brings about a deterioration in the quality of cropping and grazing land along with reduced productivity and increased expenditure for fertilizers. In extreme cases, yields become so poor that land must be taken out of cultivation. Siltation of reservoirs and rivers reduces their capacity, creating flood hazards, and the sediment is a major pollutant.

Erosion control is essential to maintain the productivity of the soil, to reduce sedimentation in streams and lakes, and to prevent further damage to the land by gullies and ditches. Some typical methods of checking erosion are afforestation on steep slopes, control of overgrazing, contour trenching or ridging, and construction of weirs and barriers or detention dams. Such measures may involve erosion mapping, land classification with respect to erosion risk, erosion modeling for predicting rates of soil loss and planning conservation work, and implementation of ways in which plant covers and crop residues affect both water and wind erosion.

This guide offers a review of the literature in the Library of Congress on soil erosion. Not intended as a comprehensive bibliography, this compilation is designed—as the name of the series implies—to put the reader "on target."
INTRODUCTIONS TO THE TOPIC


SUBJECT HEADINGS used by the Library of Congress, under which books on soil erosion can be located in most card, book, and online catalogs, include the following:

- SOIL CONSERVATION (Highly relevant)
- SOIL EROSION (Highly relevant)
- EROSION (Relevant)
- WIND EROSION (Relevant)
- CONSERVATION TILLAGE (Related)
- CROPPING SYSTEMS (Related)
- REVEGETATION (Related)
- TILLAGE (Related)
- WATERSHED MANAGEMENT (Related)

BASIC TEXTS


Papers presented at a symposium held at the University of Missouri-Columbia, May 23-26, 1984, and sponsored by USDA Soil Conservation Service, Agricultural History Society, and Missouri Cultural Heritage Center.

"Published by the University of California Press."

*Available in reference collection, Science Reading Room
Rev. and enl. ed. of Soil erosion (1979).


ADDITIONAL TITLES


Based on a symposium held May 19-21, 1981, at Illinois State Park, Zion, Ill., sponsored by the Natural Resource Economics Division, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture and others.


SPECIALIZED TITLES


S623.R36 1986

Proceedings of a symposium organised by the Commission of the European Communities, Directorate-General Science, Research, and Development and the Senate of Berlin ... held in Berlin, 6-8 October 1986.

HANDBOOKS, DIRECTORIES, AND DICTIONARIES


BIBLIOGRAPHIES


GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS


CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS AND STATE OF THE ART REVIEWS


ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING SERVICES which index relevant journal articles and other literature include:

Applied Science & Technology Index (1913-) Z7913.I7* See: Erosion Soil Conservation

Bibliography of Agriculture (1942-) Z5073.U572* See: Erosion Erosion Control Soil Conservation Soil Erosion

Biological & Agricultural Index (1916-) Z5073.A46* See: Erosion Erosion Prevention and Control Erosion Research Soil Conservation

Current Technology Index (1962-) Z7913.B7* See: Soil: Erosion

Engineering Index (1884-) Z5851.E62* See: Soils: Erosion

Note: Consult reference librarian for location of abstracting and indexing services in the Science Reading Room
JOURNALS

Environment Index (1971-) Z5322.E2E57*
See: Erosion
Erosion Control
Soil Conservation

Environmental Periodicals Bibliography (1972-) Z5863.E57E58*
See: Erosion
Erosion Control
Soil Conservation
Soil Erosion

Forestry Abstracts (1939-) SD1.F66*
See: Soil Conservation and Erosion

General Science Index (1978-) Z7401.G46*
See: Erosion
Soil Conservation

Referativnyi Zhurnal. 5. Pochvovedenie i Agrokhimia (1963-)
S590.R38
Soviet survey of world developments in soil science and agrochemistry. Titles are in English or in the original language of publication.
See: Eroziia pochv

Science Citation Index (1961-) Z7401.S365*
See especially Permuterm Subject Index for entries under Soil Loss, Soil Erosion, and Soil Conservation.

Selected Water Resources Abstracts (1968-) TC1.S45*
See: Erosion
Soil Conservation
Soil Erosion
Soil Loss

JOURNALS that often contain articles relevant to soil erosion are

Soil & Water Conservation News S623.U42
Soil Science S590.S6
Soil Science Society of America Journal S590.S64A13
Transactions of the ASAE (American Society of Agricultural Engineers) S671.A452

REPRESENTATIVE JOURNAL ARTICLES


TECHNICAL REPORTS and other types of literature are indexed in the following guides:

*Government Reports Announcements & Index (1946-)* Z7916.G78*
See: Erosion Control
Soil Erosion

*Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications (1895-)* Z1233.A18*
See: Soil Conservation
Soil Erosion

SELECTED TECHNICAL REPORTS, sold by the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22161, include the following:

For presentation at the 1983 summer meeting, American Society of Agricultural Engineers.
CONF-8306126-5**

PB86-215951**

N88-13811**

For presentation at the 1983 summer meeting, American Society of Agricultural Engineers.
CONF-8306126-10**

PB85-104370**

**Available in microform collection, Science Reading Room


**SELECTED MATERIALS** available in the Science Reading Room pamphlet boxes include:


ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION

National Agricultural Library
10301 Baltimore Boulevard
Beltsville, Maryland 20705
Telephone: (301) 344-3755

American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE)
2950 Niles Road
St. Joseph, Michigan 49085-9659
Telephone: (616) 429-0300